
I Intro. (May 18, 25, 2008) 

 John has been talking about keeping His 

commandments and His word. Now he begins to 

specify what he meant by those expressions. The 

commandment is something both old and new 

(1Jn. 2:7-8). The light and darkness motif comes 

through again as John explained this antinomy of 

old and new. Then once again he referred to 

someone making a claim, which was invalidated 

by his conduct (2:9). Then he compared two 

people, one who loves his brother and one who 

hates his brother (2:10-11). 

 

II More on the Commandment (1Jn. 2:7-11) 

 A. The commandment is something both 

old and new (1Jn. 2:7-8). 

  1. (vs. 7) It is an old 

commandment: “Beloved, I am not writing a new 

commandment to you, but an old commandment 

which you have had from the beginning; the old 

commandment is the word which you have heard” 

(jA gap h t o i v [“dear, beloved…indicating a close 
relationship, esp. that betw. parent and child…Oft. 

in dir. address…mostly pl. dear 

friends”
1
] oujk  ejn t o lh ;n  k a i n h ;n  [“in the sense of 

someth. not previously present, unknown, strange, 

remarkable, also w. the connotation of the 

marvelous or unheard-of”
2
; “it is new without 

being novel”
3
] gr avf w [“of literary composition: 

compose, write…In a wider sense…give a written 

commandment, fix a comm. in writing”
4
; “the 

author can also write authoritatively in the 

singular”
5
] uJmi 'n  ajll!  ejn t o lh ;n  p a la i a;n  [“old=in 

existence for a long time, oft. w. the connotation 

of being antiquated or outworn…lit.”
6
; “1 John 

mentions the old commandment and the new but 

in a different way, for the old commandment here 

is that which Christians have already heard {cf. Jn. 

13:34-35}, and there is thus no antithesis between 

the two {1 Jn. 2:7}.”
7
; “of what is of long 

duration, old in years, etc…of that which was 

given long ago and remains in force, an old 
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commandment…that which was familiar and well 

known in contrast to that which is fresh 

{kainos}”8] h }n  ei [cet e [“act. trans…have as 

one’s own, possess…have=have someth. over one, 

be under someth.”
9
] ajp !  ajrch '" [“beginning…W. 

prep. ajp !  ajrch '" from the 

beginning”
10
] h J ejn t o lh ; h J p a la i av ejst i n  oJ lovgo "

 [“speaking…of revelation by God…of the divine 
revelation through Christ and his messengers…it 

is called simply oJ lovgo "=the ‘Word’, since no 
misunderstanding would be possible among 

Christian”
11
; “discourse, speech, of instruction 

etc…doctrine”
12
] o}n  h jk ouvs at e [“learn or be 

informed about someth…w. prep., to denote the 

author or source of the information…aj. 
approaches the technical sense learn {a body of 

authoritative teaching}”
13
]). 

 John had been referring to such things as 

“commandments,” “the truth,” and “His word,” 

the adherence to which would mark an individual 

as one who knows God and in whom God’s love 

had truly been perfected. But to what specific 

things did John refer in those terms and by those 

concepts? His readers probably already had an 

inkling, but John wanted things to be crystal clear 

for his readers. 

 He addressed them kindly once again, here 

for the first of six times in the letter as “Beloved 

(jA gap h t o i v),” “indicating a close relationship, esp. 
that betw. parent and child.”

14
 The reference is to 

those who are “dearly loved…prized, valued.”
15
 

John’s readers were precious to him and highly 

valued. He then explained, “I am not writing a 

new (k a i n h ;n) commandment (ejn t o lh ;n) to you.” 
The term “new” is to be understood “in the sense 

of someth. not previously present, unknown, 

strange, remarkable, also w. the connotation of 

the marvelous or unheard-of.”
16
 “John did not 

have in mind some new obligation which his 
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readers had never heard.”
17
 It was “Not novel or 

new in kind (k a i n h n…as distinct from n eo "…new 
in time).”

18
 Rather, it was “an old (p a la i a;n) 

commandment.” It was “Ancient as opposed both 

to k a i n o "…and n eo ".”19 We can safely anticipate 
that “John thought here especially of the command 

to love one another (cf. 1 John 2:9-11),”
20
 a 

concept that summarized the totality of our Lord’s 

commands for us. It was also a summary statement 

for the Law (Gal. 5:14). Of course, it was and is a 

part of the Law of Moses (Lev. 19:18), but that is 

not what John had in mind here. His emphasis on 

the term “beginning” in 1:1 was what he and the 

other apostles had “heard,” etc., from the 

beginning. Notice that the term “beginning” 

appears here too. It is the commandment “which 

you have had from the beginning,” that is again, 

the beginning of their Christian lives. There was 

much shared content between what the disciples 

heard from the beginning of their time with Jesus, 

and what these readers had heard from the 

beginning of their Christian lives. Notice also that 

the term “heard” appears here too: the “old 

commandment (p a la i av) is the word which you 
have heard,” likely literally too, not something 

they learned of in writing, but heard audibly from 

the apostles or other traveling missionaries or 

itinerant preachers of the early church. So this 

commandment and word would be something with 

which they would have been familiar throughout 

their Christian lives. If a distinction is to be 

understood between “commandment” and “word,” 

it would be that “commandment” emphasizes the 

action to be taken based on the “word,” which 

emphasizes the content of God’s will. In that there 

was nothing new in this regard would indicate that 

there was no new action for John’s readers to take 

in obedience to any commandment precisely 

because there was no new word from God. There 

still is none, nor will there be. “Whatever 

innovations the readers might be confronting 

because of the doctrines of the antichrists, their 

real responsibility was to a commandment which 
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they had heard from the very start of their 

Christian experience.”
21
 

 With these things in view, in reflecting on 

vs. 6, “the one who says he abides in Him ought 

himself to walk in the same manner as He 

walked,” we are reminded of what Jesus said in Jn. 

13:34, “A new commandment I give to you, that 

you love one another, even as I have loved you, 

that you also love one another.” The old 

commandment is precisely that latter portion, 

“love one another, even as I have loved you, that 

you also love one another.” 

  2. (vs. 8) It is a new commandment: 

“On the other hand, I am writing a new 

commandment to you, which is true in Him and in 

you, because the darkness is passing away, and the 

true light is already shining” (p avli n  [“marker of 
contrast or an alternative aspect, on the other 

hand, in turn…on the other hand”
22
; “on the other 

hand, in turn”
23
; “the regular word for ‘again,’ is 

used chiefly in two senses…with reference to 

repeated action…rhetorically, in the sense of 

‘moreover’ or ‘further,’ indicating a statement to 

be added in the course of an argument, e.g., Matt. 

5:33; or with the meaning ‘on the other hand,’ ‘in 

turn,’”
24
] ejn t o lh ;n  k a i n h ;n  gr avf w uJmi 'n  o{ ejst i n  

ajlh qe;" [“pert. to being in accordance with fact, 
true of things”

25
; “of things: true”

26
; “primarily, 

unconcealed, manifest {a, negative, leµhoµ, to 
forget,= lanthanoµ, to escape notice}, hence, actual, 
true to fact, is used…of things, true, conforming to 

reality…‘indeed’”
27
] ejn  aujt w'/ k a i ; ejn  uJmi 'n  o{t i  h J

 s k ot i va  [“darkening of the mind or spirit, 
darkness…of ignorance in moral and relig. 

matters…Esp. in Johannine usage as a category 

including everything that is at enmity w. God, 

earthly and demonic”
28
; “darkness, gloom…fig., of 

the darkening of the mind or spirit, of ignorance in 

moral and relig. matters…Esp. in Johannine usage 

as a category including everything that is at enmity 
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w. God, earthly and demonic”
29
; “of spiritual or 

moral darkness, emblematic of sin, as a condition 

of moral or spiritual depravity”
30
; “the different 

forms of darkness are so closely allied, being 

either cause and effect, or else concurrent effects 

of the same cause, that they cannot always be 

distinguished; 1 John 1:5; 2:8, e.g., are passages in 

which both spiritual and moral darkness are 

intended.”
31
] p a r avget a i  [“to go out of existence, 

pass away, disappear, in imagery…the darkness is 

passing away”
32
; “trans…pass. be brought past, 

pass away, disappear…the darkness is passing 

away”
33
; “used intransitively, means to pass by 

{para, by, beside}…Outside the Gospels it is used 
in its other meaning, to pass 

away”
34
] k a i ; t o; f w'" [“the fig. mng…light, that 

illuminates the spirit and soul of man, is gener. the 

element in which the redeemed person lives, rich 

in blessings without and within…of Messianic 

salvation, the gospel, etc.”
35
] t o; ajlh q i n o;n  [“pert. 

to being real, genuine, authentic, real…freq. of 

Christian perspectives”
36
; “genuine, real”

37
; 

“denotes true in the sense of real, ideal, genuine; it 

is used…of Christ”
38
; “real”

39
] h [dh  [“is always 

used of time in the N.T. and means now, at {or 

by} this time, sometimes in the sense of ‘already,’ 

i.e. without mentioning or insisting upon anything 

further”
40
] f a i vn ei  [“to shine or to produce light, 

shine…in our lit. only intr. shine, give light, be 

bright…in imagery”
41
; “act., in our lit. only intr. 

shine, give light, be bright…as a symbol”
42
; “to 

cause to appear, denotes, in the Active Voice, to 

give light, shine…Passive Voice; so Phil. 2:15, 

R.V., ‘ye are seen’ {for A.V., ‘ye shine’}”
43
]). 
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 The opening expression here, “On the 

other hand,” translates a Greek word normally 

meaning, “again (p avli n).” Here as translated it is 
used as a “marker of contrast or an alternative 

aspect.”
44
 

 John concedes alternatively in contrast to 

vs. 7 that he was also writing “a new 

commandment” after all. It was certainly new in 

some sense when Jesus gave it several years 

before in Jn. 13:34a, just as He Himself said it was 

at the time, “A new commandment I give to you, 

that you love one another.” Since the same 

essential content was a part of the Law of Moses 

(Lev. 19:18), “the old legal precept,”
45
 how was it 

new even then? The answer seems to be that it 

came as a part of the new covenant, which Jesus 

was about to inaugurate. That meant that it was a 

commandment that was essentially new because it 

came now to be implemented in an entirely new 

set of circumstances, that is, in the liberty of the 

new covenant in the power of the Holy Spirit. 

What the ancients could not do on purpose, 

believers can now come closer to doing by 

accident, namely, to fulfill the Law of Moses (Rm. 

8:1-4). So in this sense the commandment will be 

forever new in contrast to the old. It simply cannot 

lose “its freshness.”
46
 So it “is new without being 

novel,”
47
 meaning something “new and not 

resembling something formerly known or used.”
48
 

It had its intimations and foreshadowings in the 

Law, but its fulfillment is possible only under the 

new covenant in which we share the benefits with 

Israel (Hb. 8:8 ff.) 

 That this new commandment is “true in 

Him and in you” means that it is “genuine, 

authentic, (or) real”
49
 in Him and in you. It is real 

in Jesus and always has been because He loved 

believers to the maximum possible degree in that 

He laid down His life for us (1Jn. 3:16), is now 

our Advocate before the Father (1Jn. 1:1), and 

ever lives to make intercession for us (Hb. 7:25). 

This same love is “true,” genuine, authentic, or 
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real in us believers as we lay down our lives for 

the brethren (1Jn. 3:16), and joyously give 

sacrificially of ourselves that God’s will might be 

done fellow believers. 

 The clause, “because the darkness is 

passing away,” is best understood as the reason for 

John’s writing, not as the reason why the new 

commandment is true in Him and in you. For the 

new commandment would be true even if John 

had not written. So John is writing “because (o{t i) 
the darkness (s k ot i va) is passing away 

(p a r avget a i), and the true (ajlh q i n o;n) light is 
already shining.” The “darkness” refers to moral 

and spiritual darkness, the “darkening of the mind 

or spirit…as a category including everything that 

is at enmity w. God, earthly and demonic.”
50
 The 

days are numbered for this totality of evil in the 

world, and it is thus said to be “passing away,” the 

Greek term for which only appears elsewhere in 

John’s writings in this chap., vs. 17 with reference 

to the world and its lusts, which are part and parcel 

of the darkness here. Paul uses the term in a 

similar sense in 1Cor. 7:31b, “for the form of this 

world is passing away.” 

 The “true light” is the “genuine, authentic, 

(or) real”
51
 moral and spiritual light “that 

illuminates the spirit and soul of man, (and) is 

gener. the element in which the redeemed person 

lives”
52
 and which predicts and anticipates the age 

to come, following the demise of the darkness that 

is this present world, in which the true light that 

“is already shining” as believers live consistently 

in Christian love proving to the world that we are 

disciples of Jesus Christ (Jn. 13:35), will shine 

brilliantly in all its unveiled glory. 

 Strangely, but not surprisingly, the 

Westminster Confession takes vv. 7-8 as proof 

that believers are still under the ten 

commandments: “The moral law doth for ever 

bind all, as well justified persons as others, to the 

obedience thereof; (Rom. 13:8,9, Eph. 6:2, 1 John 

2:3–4,7–8) and that, not only in regard of the 

matter contained in it, but also in respect of the 

authority of God the Creator, who gave it. (James 

2:10,11) Neither doth Christ, in the Gospel, any 
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way dissolve, but much strengthen this obligation. 

(Matt. 5:17–19, James 2:8, Rom. 3:31).”
53
  

As I have tried to show, John really is 

saying the exact opposite. That is the whole idea 

of the newness of the command, it is new in kind 

to the Law of Moses with its articulation of a 

similar thing in Lev. 19:18. John is not saying that 

the commandment is new in kind in relation to the 

world’s version of love, as true as that might be. It 

is sobering to realize that to try to love the 

brethren within the confinements of the Law 

system is doomed to fail because the power of sin 

is the Law (1Cor. 15:56). It should not escape our 

notice here that the proto-Gnostics whom John 

was refuting apparently got much of their 

philosophy from the extremely legalistic and 

ascetic, hermitic Jewish Essenes. They very likely 

would have articulated some notion of brotherly 

love based on Lev. 19:18 reworked and massaged 

with their experiential notions of supernatural 

enablement through visions and angelic 

appearances, and self-abasement and severe 

treatment of the body (cf. Col. 2). John was well 

aware of the failure of the Law even when rightly 

understood both in justification and here also in 

sanctification. That reality is key to understanding 

what he is saying here. Very few people do 

understand it as far as I can tell. 

 B. John again referred to someone making 

a claim, which was invalidated by his conduct 

(2:9). 

  1. (vs. 9) In 1:6, 8, 10; 2:4, 6, we 

have had other examples of people saying one 

thing but doing another. Another case will appear 

in 4:20, but here someone claims he is in the light, 

but hates his brother: “The one who says he is in 

the light and yet hates his brother is in the 

darkness until now” (JO  [“Participles in the TSKS 
Personal 

Construction”
54
] levgwn  ejn  t w'/ f wt i ; [“the fig. 

mng…light, that illuminates the spirit and soul of 

man, is gener. the element in which the redeemed 

person lives, rich in blessings without and 

within…To be filled w. Christian truth means 

ejn  t w'/ f wt i . . .ei \n a i ;”55; “Apart from natural 
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phenomena, light is used in Scripture 

of…righteousness”
56
] ei \n a i  k a i ; [“In some 

passages kai has the meaning ‘and yet,’…‘and yet 
hateth his 

brother.’”
57
] t o;n  ajdelf o;n  aujt ou' mi s w'n  [“to 

have a strong aversion to, hate, detest”
58
; “hate, 

persecute in hatred, detest, abhor…w. acc. of the 

pers.”
59
; “to hate, is used especially…of malicious 

and unjustifiable feelings towards others, whether 

towards the innocent or by mutual animosity…of 

hating the light {metaphorically}”
60
; “In John 

divine love conflicts with cosmic hate. The 

world’s hatred for God, Christ, and God’s people 

is sin. The world is blinded and impelled by 

darkness and therefore hates the light {Jn. 3:20}. 

Since Jesus is the light, the world hates Jesus 

{7:7}. In so doing it hates God {15:23-24}. It also 

hates the disciples {15:18}. To live in the light is 

to be a target of hate. To hate the brethren is to 

live in darkness {1 Jn. 2:9, 11}.”
61
; “Hatred means 

bondage to the old aeon”
62
] ejn  t h '/ s k ot i va/ [“of 

spiritual or moral darkness, emblematic of sin, as a 

condition of moral or spiritual depravity”
63
; 

“‘Darkness’ is common in John as a metaphor for 

the state of sinners”
64
] ejst i ;n  [“be in reference to 

location, persons, condition, or time, be…Fig., live 

in the light”
65
; “Used w. prepositions…e[n  t i n i of 

place…Fig., live in the light”
66
] e{w" [“to denote 

the end of a period of time, till, until.”
67
; 

“improper prep…until, up to…of time…w. adv. of 

time e{.  a[rt i until now”68] a[rt i  [“later Gk…as 
ref. to the present in general, now, at the present 

time…Used w. prep…up to the present time, until 

now”
69
; “adv…now, just…Later Gk. uses a[. of the 

present in general now, at the present time…Used 
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w. prep…e{w" a[. up to the present time, until 
now”

70
; “The unique NT present is part of the old 

aeon as God’s creation {Jn. 5:17}, which is now 

fallen creation”
71
]). 

 Here we have another example of 

somebody saying one thing and doing another, 

verbally claiming to be doing the right thing and 

yet doing the wrong thing in practice. Notice the 

claim: “The one who says he is in the light,” that 

is, here is a person who claims that he is in the 

place where he should be as a believer, in the light, 

that is, he is in that place where moral and spiritual 

light or truth is the controlling dynamic. This is 

essentially a claim to be walking in the light (cf. 

1:7a), valuing what God values, allowing the truth 

of His word to be the controlling force or power in 

one’s life, bringing the divine perspective to every 

situation, and doing what God desires by the 

power of the indwelling Holy Spirit.  

Yet the person making this claim in 

practice “hates his brother.” John uses the Greek 

word for hate, mi sevw, in all his writings twenty-
one times in seventeen verses (Jn. 3:20; 7:7; 

12:25; 15:18, 19, 23, 24, 25; 17:14; 1Jn. 2:9, 11; 

3:13, 15; 4:20; Rev. 2:6; 17:16; 18:2). While it is 

said that the definition for this term is “to have a 

strong aversion to…detest,”
72
 it is very debatable 

as to how much of emotion we are to understand 

in connection with the way the ancients used this 

word, especially in light of Lk. 14:26 and Rm. 

9:13. Rather the emphasis seems to be to decide 

against someone, as opposed to deciding in favor 

of that person. The application of this sense here 

would seem to be that it might not be all that 

obvious to anyone, including the person making 

the claim, that his claim is fallacious, and that he 

actually is hating his brother. He is simply not 

deciding in his favor and laying down his own life 

in order that God’s will would be done in his 

brother’s life. But since this is in fact the case, the 

one making the claim “is in the darkness,” the 

realm of moral and spiritual darkness and 

therefore in sin, “until now,” that is, until such 

time as he begins to love his brother.  
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It should be self-evident and patently 

obvious that we are talking about two believers 

here because otherwise the person making the 

false claim is not failing to love his brother, but 

someone who is not his brother, which would be 

the case if the claimant were an unbeliever. 

 C. John compared two people, one who 

loves his brother and one who hates his brother 

(2:10-11). 

  1. (vs. 10) First John described the 

state of things for the one who loves his brother: 

“The one who loves his brother abides in the light 

and there is no cause for stumbling in him” 

(oJ ajgap w'n  [“to have a warm regard for and 
interest in another, cherish, have affection for, 

love”
73
; “love, cherish…of affection for 

persons…by human beings…to persons; w. obj. 

given”
74
] t o;n  ajdelf o;n  aujt ou' ejn  t w'/ f wt i ; [“the 

fig. mng…light, that illuminates the spirit and soul 

of man, is gener. the element in which the 

redeemed person lives, rich in blessings without 

and within…To be filled w. Christian truth means 

ejn  t w'/ f wt i ;. . . mevn ei n”75] mevn ei  [“to continue in an 
activity or state - ‘to continue, to remain in, to 

keep on.’…‘he who loves his fellow believer 

remains in the light’”
76
; “intr. remain, stay…a 

pers. or thing remains where he or it is…fig., of 

someone who does not leave the realm or sphere 

in which he finds himself: remain, continue, 

abide”
77
; “This word means…‘to stay in a place,’ 

figuratively ‘to remain in a sphere,’…‘to stand 

against opposition,’ ‘to hold out,’ ‘to stand 

fast,’…‘to stay still,’ and…‘to remain,’ ‘to 

endure,’ ‘to stay in force.’…In the Johannine 

writings this becomes a more personal abiding in 

Christ or in God as the converse of God’s abiding 

in Christ or Christ in them {cf. Jn. 6:56; 15:4ff.; 

14:10; 1 Jn. 2:6, 24, 27}. In this abiding, 

eschatological promise is already possession, but 

the concept of abiding rules out mystical or 

ecstatic identity. Other uses in the Johannine 

writings are for abiding in God’s word {1 Jn. 

3:15}, in love {3:17}, in truth {2 Jn. 2}, in the 
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anointing {1 Jn. 2:27}, in God’s house {Jn. 8:35}, 

in light {1 Jn. 2:10}, and in doctrine {2 Jn. 9}. 

Unbelievers, however, abide in darkness {Jn. 

12:46} and death {1 Jn. 

3:14}.”
78
] k a i ; s k avn da lon  [“that which gives 

offense or causes revulsion, that which arouses 

opposition, an object of anger or disapproval, 

stain etc…in him there is no stain or fault”
79
; 

BDAG says either “in such a pers. there is no 

reason for falling i.e…the pers. can see what lies 

along the path”
80
 or, “in him there is no stain or 

fault”
81
 with the reference being to “that which 

causes offense or revulsion and results in 

opposition, disapproval, or hostility, fault, stain 

etc.”
82
; “of that which is evil…1 John 2:10, 

‘occasion of stumbling,’ of the absence of this in 

the case of one who loves his brother and thereby 

abides in the light. Love, then, is the best 

safeguard against the woes pronounced by the 

Lord upon those who cause others to stumble.”
83
; 

“The noun is semifigurative…{‘cause of 

aberration’}”
84
] ejn  aujt w'/ oujk  e[st i n). 

 Opposite of the one who is in the darkness, 

“The one who loves,” that is, as with “hate” above, 

this term is also not primarily emotional, but 

means to decide in favor of, “his brother”; this 

man “abides” lives, or remains “in the light,” and 

therefore lives by the power of the Spirit and 

brings God’s perspective on this relationship and 

lays down his life for his brother, giving joyously 

and sacrificially of himself to see to it that God’s 

will is done in his brother’s life. He is not in the 

darkness, “and there is no cause for stumbling 

(s k avn da lon) in him,” that is, he himself in not in 
danger of falling, not that he will not cause others 

to stumble, which is also true, of course. 

  2. (vs. 11) This person who hates 

his brother stands in obvious contrast to the 

previous: “But the one who hates his brother is in 

the darkness and walks in the darkness, and does 

not know where he is going because the darkness 
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has blinded his eyes” 

(oJ de; mi s w'n  t o;n  ajdelf o;n  aujt ou' ejn  t h '/ s k ot i va/ 
ejst i ;n  [“be in reference to location, persons, 
condition, or time, be…of condition or 

circumstance…Fig.”
85
; “Used w. 

prepositions…e[n  t i n i of 

place…Fig.”
86
] k a i ; ejn  t h '/ s k ot i va/ p er i p at ei ' [“t

o go here and there in walking, go about, walk 

around…in imagery, and far on the way toward 

the nonliteral use of the word”
87
; “go about, walk 

around…lit…symbolically, and far on the way 

toward the nonliteral use of the word…Esp. in 

John”
88
] k a i ; oujk  o i \den  p ou' [“interrogative 

reference to place with implication of 

movement”
89
; “interrog. adv. of place…{for p o i ', 

which is not found in Bibl. Gk.; s. it} where {?}, 

whither {?}, to what place {?}…in indir. 

questions”
90
] uJp avgei  [“to be on the move, esp. in 

a certain direction, go”
91
; “to go away or to go 

slowly away, to depart, withdraw oneself, often 

with the idea of going without noise or notice”
92
; 

“This word means ‘to lead under,’ ‘to lead from 

under,’ ‘to lead,’ ‘to lead astray,’ in the middle ‘to 

subdue,’ ‘to put oneself at the disposal,’ and in the 

perfect passive ‘to devote oneself.’ Intransitively it 

means ‘to withdraw,’ ‘to go away,’ ‘to journey to,’ 

‘to go to,’ and it is common in the imperative for 

‘go away,’ ‘be off.’”
93
] o{t i  h J s k ot i va  [“darkening 

of the mind or spirit, darkness…of ignorance in 

moral and relig. matters…Esp. in Johannine usage 

as a category including everything that is at enmity 

w. God, earthly and demonic”
94
; “the realm of sin 

and evil - ‘evil world, realm of evil, 

darkness.’…‘he who hates his brother is in 

darkness’ or ‘…in the realm of evil’”
95
; “the 

darkness is, of course, not literal darkness but a 

state of sinfulness.”
96
] ejt uvf lwsen  [“{an idiom, 
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literally ‘to blind the eyes’} to cause someone to 

no longer have the capacity for understanding - ‘to 

cause to not understand, to make unable to 

comprehend.’…‘he has made it impossible for 

them to understand’ {literally ‘he has blinded their 

eyes’} Jn 12.40…‘the darkness has made it 

impossible for him to understand’ {literally ‘the 

darkness has blinded his eyes’}”
97
; “to blind, 

deprive of sight in our lit. only symbol.”
98
; “to 

blind {from a root tuphÑ, to burn, smoke; cp. 
tuphos, smoke}, is used metaphorically, of the 
dulling of the intellect”

99
; “darkness is the force 

that brings blindness, but only through hatred of 

the brother and walking in darkness. This kind of 

blindness is sin.”
100
] t ou;" ojf q a lmou;" [“This 

word means ‘apple of the eye,’ ‘eye’ {mostly 

plural}, and figuratively ‘what is most dear.’ Many 

phrases bring out the importance of the eye, and 

we also find references to seeing with the eyes of 

the nouŒs or kardéŒa {mind or heart}…the crucial 
point is spiritual rather than sensory perception. 

God grants enlightenment to the eyes of the 

heart”
101
] aujt ou'). 

 Contrarily “the one who hates his brother 

is in the darkness and walks in the darkness.” This 

brother has placed himself in the state of darkness 

and is living in accordance with the principles of 

darkness. He is similar to the brother in Gal. 5 

who has fallen from grace, that is his state, and is 

living in accordance with the principles of law, 

that is his practice. This is the description of a 

brother who is in real danger of stumbling terribly, 

for he is controlled by the dynamics of this present 

age, not the new age, which is already dawning 

and should have been in the process of being 

expressed in his life. Obviously, he “does not 

know where he is going because the darkness has 

blinded (ejt uvf lwsen) his eyes (ojf q a lmou;").” Once 
one turns aside and heads down the path of hating 

his brother, he is in danger of losing all his 

spiritual moorings. He will not have a clue where 

he is heading spiritually. 
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III Conc. 

 John is opposed to the insistence of the 

proto-Gnostics’ emphasis on some sort of new 

knowledge as a necessity to spiritual progress. 

Rather he points to an old commandment with 

which his readers were thoroughly familiar. Yet 

there was something forever new about it, for it 

was different from its predecessor in the Law, 

coming alive with the liberty and power of the new 

covenant and the Spirit, being intrinsically linked 

with the coming age and eternity itself. 

Consequently all believers have a responsibility to 

live consistently with that commandment, which 

fundamentally is to love one’s brother. To do so is 

to protect oneself from stumbling. To fail to do so 

is to invite spiritual calamity. 


